The earliest studies of collective animal behaviour were inspired by and conducted in 19 the wild. Over the past decades much of the research in this field has shifted to the 20 laboratory, combining high-resolution tracking of individuals with mathematical 21 simulations or agent-based models. Today we are beginning to see a 're-wilding' of 22 collective behaviour thanks to technological advances, providing researchers with the 23 opportunity to quantify and model the heterogeneity that exists within the social 24 groupings they study, and within the environments in which these groups live. The 25 perspective we present here aims to inspire and steer this research toward answering 26 fundamental and outstanding behavioural and ecological questions, while also 27 tackling pertinent conservation challenges .  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  Trends  35  36 The field of collective animal behaviour is transforming.
37
Continuous behavioural tracking in the wild affords an ecological perspective.
38
Collective behaviour can be studied in the environment in which it has evolved and is 39 maintained. 40 Individual tagging of free-flying birds, and, in particular, the use of study systems in which 169 individual variation can be not only quantified but also manipulated, has provided significant 170 insights into the role of within-group heterogeneity in shaping collective dynamics. Homing 171 pigeons (pictured) provide an experimental model especially amenable to both quantification 172 and manipulation. These birds' long history in studies of individual spatial cognition and 173 navigation [34] allows models to incorporate numerous known sources of individual variation, 174
Glossary Box
and, crucially, to do so in collective decision-making scenarios on ecologically valid scales.
175
For example, we know that different birds prefer to fly substantially different routes when 176 navigating home over familiar landscapes [35] and that these differences can give rise to 177 conflict that needs to be resolved when birds with different preferred routes are made to 178 travel together [36] . Rather than choosing the best available route, how "stubbornly" a given 179 bird tries to keep to its own route, even whilst flying with a partner, seems to predict 180 leadership in pairs [37] . What will all these complex individual-level data paired with environmental information do to 307 advance the field of collective behaviour? Will it be worth all the effort? We think so. This 308 new era will provide opportunity to integrate knowledge of the rich, complex, and changing 309 environments in which social groups live with the behavioural data which are collected. The 310 approaches we have discussed will allow for a synergy between laboratory and field 311 experiments, providing insight into why specific rules of interaction evolved and how they are 312 maintained, enabling better integration of function and mechanism, and therefore a platform 313 for a more explicit comparative perspective. However, to achieve this requires a degree of 314 restraint from researchers because it will become all too easy to gather vast datasets on the 315 movement, behaviour, and environment of wild animal collectives. We therefore urge 316 researchers to carefully consider (1) what the data are for, and (2) how they will be analysed. 317
Data should be collected to allow systematic testing of hypotheses and predictions 318 generated by researchers with good knowledge of the systems being investigated. A 319 discussion of analytical tools requires a methodological review that is beyond the scope of 320 this article, but we would point researchers towards new open-access analytical tools and 321 software for storing, visualising, processing, analysing, and integrating data streams that will 322 be crucial [e.g. 76, 77]. Below, we provide three inter-linked research themes that represent 323 the sort of advances that will be possible (see the questions box some for more). and which has been combined with information on the average activity type performed by 335 baboons from past data to produce a series of landscape layers in (e). The schematic in (f) 336
shows that if multiple individuals are collared this allows for individual behaviour and 337 positions can be recorded at each time point. In this image, the frequencies of recent 338
interactions (e.g. spatial proximity based on GPS data or behavioural interactions based on 339 acceleration data) are represented by line thickness. Combining these data one can 340 investigate spatial or temporal synchrony in activities and explore variation within these as a 341 function of the physical and/or social environment. Supplemental animation 1 provides a 342 visualisation of how these data can be combined. 343 344
Simple rules: fixed or flexible? 345
Over the past decade, one of the major goals for collective behaviour research has been to 346 uncover the "rules of interaction" (normally with reference to motion) used by individuals in 347 animal groups, but even with sophisticated model selection processes, these are difficult to 348
infer [79] . One reason for this could be that the rules might change (i.e. a fixed rule set that 349 varies with context or a rule set that changes over time (Figure 4c ). Investigations of keystone roles and 383 complementarity in roles within social units will offer insight for decision-makers tasked with 384 managing the consequences of harvesting or human-wildlife conflicts. For instance, in the 385 case of human-wildlife conflicts, if certain individuals play "keystone" roles and steer group 386 activities, it could be more efficient to attempt to manage these individuals [78] . In the case 387 of harvesting, research into keystone roles and collective behaviour can be employed to 388 understand -and crucially, predict -if the removal of specific individuals will result in 389 temporary or more permanent changes to social dynamics (Figure 4b ). In extreme cases, 390 these data and/or predictions might even help prevent catastrophic change to group stability 391 and viability [94] . 392 393
Concluding remarks 394 395
The frontier of collective behaviour research is riding on a wave of technological 396 developments, but for the field to progress and answer fundamental behavioural and 397 ecological questions and solve challenges concerning the consequences of environmental 398 change (Figure 4 ) requires technology-enhanced learning and research within a broad multi-399 disciplinary research environment. That mouthful of a sentence requires students and 400 researchers capable of this. Karl Popper, the famous Austrian-British philosopher said in 401
1963: "We are not students of some subject matter, but students of problems. And problems 402 may cut right across the borders of any subject matter or discipline. 
